A Good Citizen Is
A Voting Citizen . . . 

Ole Miss Grid Rebels Square Off In Traditional Red-Blue Battle

By Zennie McDowell

Ole Miss Grid Rebels and the University of Arkansas Bears went head-to-head Saturday afternoon at cetner of the 1949 spring football season.

On paper, tomorrow is officially the day for the traditional battle is sponsored by the M Club, with all proceeds going to the student campus organizations. However, it is as far as sports can exist, the event is expected to raise $10,000 for the Varsity.

Last Thursday, the Grid coaches were trying to work out several practices, in order to see how they will work on as of the 1950 team. Unless, the Grid will not be able to see while it will be working. During the week, there has been an increased in the National Football Conference.

Mississippians Booked To Play 13 Dates In New Grill

The Mississipans, under the leadership of Frank Pearcy, will play 13 dates in the Grill this fall.

John B. Rogers
For ASB President

Charles Wright
For ASB President

Jerry Lowell
For ASB Vice President

Credit Union Consider Expansion Of Capital

Officials Announce

The Board of Trustees of the Campus Credit Union is considering the expansion of the credit union.

The Board of Trustees is considering the possibility of expanding the credit union by adding additional capital.

Political Dictatorship Is Outgrown

By Charles W. Dean

Political dictatorship is the order of the day, according to Sen. Boswell (R-Ohio). In Washington, the Senate is dominated by big business interests, and the Senate is making no progress in this direction.

Oklahoma Senate, in support of the current movement, has passed a resolution that the Senate is dominated by big business interests, including not only the Senate of the present Congress but also the Senate of the future Congress.

In The Senate of the present Congress, there is no such thing as a political dictatorship. Therefore, the Senate of the future Congress will be free of political dictatorship.

The Mississipians

EXERCISE YOUR PRIVILEGE—VOTE IN ELECTION DAY

Throughout the day, you will be able to make your vote count in today’s elections.

Some of the issues on the ballot include:

1. The ratification of the United States Constitution
2. The re-election of the President
3. The ratification of the Treaty of Versailles

These issues are important to the future of our country. It is up to you to make your voice heard.

Remember, your vote is a gift to your country. Use it wisely.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
MISSISSIPPIAN BEGAN IN 1911
Publications Have Enlightened Students Since Before Civil War

By Gloria Banks

The voice of the students has been heard in the pages of the Monticello Review since before the Civil War. The oldest student-run publication on campus is the Monticello Review.

University Awarded Scholarship For Work In Audio Visual Field

Ole Miss has been chosen as one of fifteen educational institutions to receive multi-media educational scholarships this summer, according to Dr. H. D. Worthy, professor of audio-visual education.

Ole Miss wins 15 Audio Visual Scholarships

The University of Mississippi has been awarded a $5,000 scholarship for work in audio-visual education, according to Dr. H. D. Worthy, professor of audio-visual education.

Ole Miss Receives Gifts From French 'Merci' Train

The University has received a contribution from the French 'Merci' train, according to Dr. H. D. Worthy, professor of audio-visual education.

Ole Miss Veterans Offered Commissions By U.S. Navy Reserve

Navy veterans, male or female, will be eligible to compete for an appointment on May 1 in the 'Ring-Ring' Plan, according to Dr. H. D. Worthy, professor of audio-visual education.

Warm-up the Vocal Chords

Fraternal organizations and sororities will compete vocally in song and dance at the 'Ring-Ring' Plan, according to Dr. H. D. Worthy, professor of audio-visual education.
Presidential Candidates Issue Messages On Platforms to Associated Student Body

The Mississippian, this week, is released the usual Student Forum with brief messages from the five ASB presidential candidates. These messages are not intended to represent the candidates’ whole platform, for the majority of the statements presented do not necessarily represent the platform of the candidates. The candidates are not expected to bear the full responsibility for the statements made in their platforms, for it is not intended that the candidates shall be held responsible for the statements of others. The Mississippian reserves the right to publish statements by any and all contributors to the Mississippian. The Mississippian reserves the right to publish statements by any and all contributors to the Mississippian.

John Baggs

I have had the privilege of attending the University of Mississippi for the past three years, and during all this time I have been active in University affairs. I have served as an official in the Student Senate, and as an associate editor of the Mississippian. I have also been a member of the Marine Corps Reserve. I am 23 years of age, single, and I believe in the principles of the New Deal. I have spent my entire life in the South, and I am proud of my Southern heritage. I am a member of Phi Delta Theta, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, and the National Association of Administrators of Organizational Development.

The Mississippian platform represents the views of the South, and I believe that the South is capable of handling its own affairs. I am opposed to the further extension of federal control over our local affairs. I believe in the principle of states' rights, and I believe that the states should be allowed to govern themselves. I am opposed to the further extension of federal control over our local affairs. I believe in the principle of states' rights, and I believe that the states should be allowed to govern themselves.

John Baggs

Jack Odum

In announcing my candidacy for the position of President of the Associated Student Body, I have certain important qualifications to offer the students of the University. I have over five years of experience in the field of administration, and I have had the opportunity to work with a variety of institutions, both public and private. I have a strong background in political science, and I have been actively involved in the political process for more than ten years. I am a member of the South Carolina State Senate, and I have served as the Speaker of the House of Representatives. I am a member of the South Carolina State Senate, and I have served as the Speaker of the House of Representatives. I am a member of the South Carolina State Senate, and I have served as the Speaker of the House of Representatives.

The Mississippian platform represents the views of the South, and I believe that the South is capable of handling its own affairs. I am opposed to the further extension of federal control over our local affairs. I believe in the principle of states' rights, and I believe that the states should be allowed to govern themselves.

Norman Gillis

Norman Gillis

I have been a member of the Marine Corps Reserve for the past three years, and I have served as an officer in the Student Senate, and as an associate editor of the Mississippian. I have also been a member of the Marine Corps Reserve. I am 23 years of age, single, and I believe in the principles of the New Deal. I have spent my entire life in the South, and I am proud of my Southern heritage. I am a member of Phi Delta Theta, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, and the National Association of Administrators of Organizational Development.

The Mississippian platform represents the views of the South, and I believe that the South is capable of handling its own affairs. I am opposed to the further extension of federal control over our local affairs. I believe in the principle of states' rights, and I believe that the states should be allowed to govern themselves.

Frank Montague

Frank Montague

As a candidate for your highest office, I do not represent an organization, but the people of Ole Miss. I believe that the people of Ole Miss are capable of handling their own affairs. I have over five years of experience in the field of administration, and I have had the opportunity to work with a variety of institutions, both public and private. I have a strong background in political science, and I have been actively involved in the political process for more than ten years. I am a member of the South Carolina State Senate, and I have served as the Speaker of the House of Representatives. I am a member of the South Carolina State Senate, and I have served as the Speaker of the House of Representatives. I am a member of the South Carolina State Senate, and I have served as the Speaker of the House of Representatives.

The Mississippian platform represents the views of the South, and I believe that the South is capable of handling its own affairs. I am opposed to the further extension of federal control over our local affairs. I believe in the principle of states' rights, and I believe that the states should be allowed to govern themselves.
Ole Miss Baseball Team Prepares For Rough Twenty-Two Game Schedule

By Bill Street

The 1949 Ole Miss baseball schedule has been released by C. M. (Pete) Beall, baseball coach. The list includes nine home games with Tulane slated for the road.

The impeding battle . . . Tomorrow afternoon under the bright Oxford sun the two best football teams in the Southeastern Conference will make the turf of Hemmingway Stadium tremble and lusty asidors as they engage in an effete shut down.

The strange thing about this battle is that both teams carry the same record of the same school, for the same announced conflict will pit Coach Brownson's Red squad against Coach Skelton's Blue in the annual Ole Miss intra-squad game.

The team that lost last week at Tulane (42 great little city) is in a preview of this week's encounter. Last by running down Detroit and Ohio State, and the line play of Dr. Hugo Busch and Stanford Duke, the Blue team capped a 4-3 victory.

This week may be an effete shut down story, however. The members of the Red opposition have swarmed on campus, and are out for revenge. There is an intense rivalry between the two clubs, and you may be sure that both will be striving hard every minute of the game.

Stars . . .

Last week's fray revealed quite a few interesting items. Quarterbacks were in the spotlight for the spectators, and no one disappointed. Ed Brandenburg and Ray Chinato directed the Blue team to victory, and did it very well. Rocky Sted of the University of Tennessee was one exhibition of passing and ball handling which brought sullen to the face of the spectators, and the running of Gail Puckett brought forth full-throated cheers and exclamations of pleasure.

The two Storyboards were unbeatable at one end, and Jack Osland scored two touchdowns on a defensive performance. Oake Hoke made several spectacular catches, one a diving Touchdown grab.

There were defensive stands for both teams, also. Bob Garrard was the secondary rebound for the Blue, snatching down ball-carryers all over in chic as well as interesting a nose. Homer McCool was another defensive demon for the Red. Kim Fink proved to be the workhorse of the Blue team, backed up by Doug Dowdell. Floyd jumped a pass to set up the second score for the winners. Garrard, McCool, Floyd, and Dowdell are all seniors.

Around The Diamond . . .

Beating over baseball, we see that Cooks Smith and Swayne have been working the diamond hopefully pretty hard. A complete new infield has been working together, and look mighty smooth. The new combination finds Buzzy Caldwell at first, Oke Kato and Bobby Gardner in center, Jim White at short, and Maurice Kelly and Jackie McMurray at third. Bobby Wilson is the half veteran returning to the outfield, and it is doubtful if his leg injury will hold him back for the first game. Two weeks have seen Jimmy Caldwell and Bobby Gardner in the gym a good share of the time. The Rock-Ballick and Bobby Blackwell are back to handle the catching. The Arkansas pitching staff is unchangeable under the watchful eye of pitcher and Coach Tidwell, only infielder Tony Majerus having left via the graduation route.

The team upped pretty well as a whole. Batting strength with the noticeable number, but things are backing up in other departments. Defensive ability is vastly improved, the pitching will be one chapter, and the speed will be greater. All in all, it looks like it might be a good year.

The Vandy Problem . . .

Vanderbilt's new football coach is looking with the idea of running the T formation next year. The former Commodore Hall has much to do and much to learn before everything is set. Many what system he uses. Commodore fans expect a winner next year. In workouts the interim coach, he will make the best use of every day, he will play by looks. Vanderbilt running the T is not a wild idea, by any means. They plan the system just as it is, which is the way they will play it when you remember, and used a T in doing it. They also showed a fine display of the classic look and the defense of the ball with the end in mind.

It is the question everywhere on any team switching from the T to the M just what will happen to the blocking back.

The Commodores recently elected blocking back Tommy Palmer alternate captain for next fall. We hear that he is possibly be switched to center. Patterson could undoubtedly play the position, but it would be a good decision this term as the New York Giants slanting Charlie Dalman to definitive tackle.

The smartest numbers in town

smarter numbers in town
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Van Heusen' shirts
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PHILIPPS-JONES CORP., NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Underway 1949, Ole Miss opens at home to take on the champs of nearby Sigma Chi. The Bats finished up second with a total of 42 baskets.
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Sain Stars Triumph
As Commander Jeanie Tallies Thirty-Three

Jen_Say "Stickers" defeated Nina Kosner's "Rhubarb" 13-7 in the girls' intramural softball game Monday.

Rain and Delta Gamma's great guard. In Ward, provided no offensive defense combine for the "Stickers" that proved unbeatable.

Capital that proves superior to the "Stickers" in offense and defense.

The "Stickers" led, 4-3, 6-5, Acadian, 29-39, Adkins, Texas, and are safe, alright, Byrd.
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Six O'Clock
"come six o'clock and it's sportive" by Jimmie Knowles

BRUISER BLITZ
Abey, your goal posts and would be pippin propositions.
aim your crystal towards Hemingway Saturday afternoon when the Red Blanks and the Blues in the annual spring season classics —
the traditional intramural game. The Blues, displayed in white clothing, are played by the Delta State blue team Saturday 1949 in a chilly under the arc battle below5D.

That gala gathering was merely the predicate to the magnificent battle tomorrow when the Jim Polo-John Caravaggio points towards swing over the band's success to the Frank Brown-Hank Mason combine in that fascinating finale. The majority of starting members of the former team, however, played under different colors a year ago. Hugsman-Zing Clark, the 244 pound back; for instance, captained the Blues last fall, but now has switched, notoriously to the other bar with Red Robert Forrest instead of the alternate.

James Angell "the Touch" Crawford and Roland "the Ball" Dale will operate from right guard and left tackle respectively, were chosen inapplicable for this year's blue team. Despite misleading propaganda, the Ball will carry no more than 194 pounds into battle, unless the Magazine Marauder exemplify mental weights under pairs of thigh and shoulders.

There is a possibility (albeit more likely than remote) that Thoshebingo Jenkins will be available for your service, but as we go to press Bobby Wilson, Cecil Pickett, and Lawrence Bynoe are doubtful participators in the anticipated thriller.

Billy Ryals, the Presengeance pitcher, will get the call for the Quisner, with Ed Brandenburg and Roy Choate available of the wounded starting line:

The Blues, who preapared in White as absolutely last week worked, seem to have at least casual front line personnel with each old favorite as Captain Doug Harrel, Ken Pomerance, Frank Beck, and the striking boys, Jack and Bill, on the roster. The Blues have a line that fought the favored ones in a standpoint last week, and their inspired stand was led by Bob Gerrard, a very play diagnosing pool, who could put on and to the line backer worrying department with continued effort.

Daylight Fletcher, Jack Odum, Harry Taylor, Bruce Pearson, and Other Crawford were rated with Cook and Power to start again for the last week's romp. Bob Floyd, whose second half point inscription and raw back put the game on top for the Blues, is another capable back-upper with the fiery Gerrard, such an energy player during the faculty's four spring.

The freshmen, numbering plenty, all will see more than limited action in tomorrow's game with the house, Hart, Bradley, Calvin, Thompson and West readily to old Diddle, Medium, Javelin, the Gallier twins, England, and One Whizkidd in the playoff seeking task. The feisty linemen of last year's younger crew will get their second serious nudging test as the Blues work and train and the 1949 spring drills and experimenting proceeds.

INTRAMURAL WINDUP
Sundays Equipment Day dropped the curtain on the women's basketball year for the present term as the top fifteen performers, as selected by regulation game officials, started in the first University all star contest. The Blues dropped the Nossers very impressively and utterly 46:17 Monday night, with Caroline Nossers, Marva "Muscles" Musser, and "Bill Yothe" the Golden Gloves, with Bertha Wells in the main Event event Intramural night.

Use of Tennis Equipment is listed on the story of the equipment room. The list will be placed at the courts after the tennis night on Friday. In the afternoon of the tennis night on Friday, the courts are the same as previously observed.

Bill Yothe, the Golden Gloves have artist, trails links with Scat Wills in the main Event event Intramural night.

Promising the 1948 women's champion Kings Delta basketball team from hours before to the present underclass underclass. Their landed the entire society's intramural.

Blues Hand Reds 16-7 Setback
In Warmup For Intra-Squad Game

By Jimmy Goldwell

In the preview of the annual football game, held in Tupelo last Saturday, the Blues signed their way to a 16-7 victory.

Kegs and Billy Mosin were the big guns in the center. Mosin's constant pressure on the line, and yellows playing which set up the majority of the yardage.

Barry, Hurley

Barry gave the Blues a foot on the centered portion with a driving Sevenouch touchdown field. Mosin added his bit in the last quarter, Doug Hardrey and Bob Dole turned up to block Cecil Pickett's kick, and orbited the ball out of the red zone for a safety in the third quarter.

The Red overcome Dole's lone break in the second quarter for their own, Dowd and Hill's line play for the winning game, and Red Geronimo and Homer McClard were outstanding on defense for the Reds.

Queen of Hearts, Her Royal Court
To Reign at Sigma Epsilon Ball

Balfour Fraternity Jewelry

New initations of Kappa Kappa

Queen of Hearts, Her Royal Court

At This Time, Be Aware

Balfour Fraternity Jewelry

Queen of Hearts, Her Royal Court

To Reign at Sigma Epsilon Ball

Balfour Fraternity Jewelry
Seventy Students Will Be Chosen For Work, Training In Washington

(The Ole Miss TV/MWA) will present in this volume some of the latest jobs and opportunities for students. The students may be in any field of study, and the opportunities range from entry-level positions to some of the most prestigious in the country. The following are just a few examples:

**Management Club Sets Up By-Laws, And Constitution**

The University of Mississippi Management Club has organized to promote outside activities for its members. The club has written its own by-laws, which will be voted on during the first meeting.

Field trips have been planned for the students, and several speakers will be recruited to address the club. The events will be of interest to the members.

**Kapp Sigma To Publish Fraternity Newspaper**

Kapp Sigma social fraternity will publish a newspaper entitled "Kapp Sigma" to come out April 7. It will deal with Kapp Sigma activities at the University of Mississippi, according to Kapp Sigma, editor of the publication.

**Ole Miss Band Will Present Concert Of Semi-Classical Music March 23**

The first of a series of concerts by the Ole Miss band will be presented at Walton Chapel, March 23, at 8:00 p.m. This first program will consist of light or semi-classical numbers, according to Richard King, president of the band.

**Sure, America's going ahead... if we all pull together!**

We're sure America's going ahead... if we all pull together! We're sure America's going ahead... if we all pull together!

**New Political Science Fraternity**

A new political science fraternity will be organized at the University of Mississippi. The fraternity will meet weekly to discuss political issues and to organize activities to promote political awareness.

**Pyrometer Can Measure Heat Up To 3400 Degrees**

Have you ever wondered how the temperature of molten steel is measured? The temperature of the liquid is so great that a regular mercury thermometer will melt instantly.

**Law Journal Building Undergoing Repairs**

Improvements are being made on the Law Journal Building, according to Fred White, superintend-ent.

**Ole Miss student, second sequels, hope to make something out of nothing in paper at college**

A paper was rumored to publish the student and re-attract the students to Ole Miss. Present were Jim Osbun, assistant professor of English, with Wil- lie Frank, Steve Dannay, and John Osbun. Present were Jim Osbun, assistant professor of English, with Wil- lie Frank, Steve Dannay, and John Osbun.

**What Tastes are the right ones for me?**

A new taste test is being conducted to determine the right tastes for the Ole Miss student. The test will be conducted by the taste test committee, which will be made up of students from various departments.
From the Prexy’s Office

The Executive Council has a meeting Tuesday night. Chairman Williams, who ordered the impossibility of the meeting in the minds of the Council as to the academic and administrative structure of the University, would be in to assign which students which come up, and much was given by the members of the Executive.

Out of this discussion has come a plan to have the Dean of each school come to visit before the Executive Council and discuss plans to make each function. Monday night at a special dinner for the Catalina faculty in the Catalina, Dr. Metzker will be the honored guest.

Wonderfully Fresh Sea Food

OCEAN FRESH SEA FOOD, CHOICE STEAKS AND THE FINEST CHICKEN IS SERVED AT

Mistilis

PHONE 213
OPEN 5 A.M. - 10 P.M.

SOUTHLAND

the Extra PURR-performance Gasoline and Motor Oil

for Extra VALUE

ALWAYS CHESTERFIELD

MAKE YOURS THE MILD CIGARETTE

LOWEST PRICES IN OXFORD ON

FIRST CLASS

Automobile Fender and Body Repairs

Paint Jobs $40.00 and up

F. W. BELK & SON

309 N. Lamar

Phone 404

“Mildness counts with me, and Chesterfields are MILD—MUCH MILDER.”

Jane Wyman

Starring in

“KILL IN THE DARK”

A WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION

The TOP MEN OF AMERICA’S SPORTS smoke CHESTERFIELD

LOU BOUDEAUX says...“Chesterfield is my idea of a better smoke. I never found any other cigarette that could take Chesterfield’s place. It’s MY cigarette.”
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